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Ensemble Kalman Filter with a Square Root Scheme (EnKF-SR) 
for Trajectory Estimation of AUV SEGOROGENI ITS 
AUV 
DOF 
SVD 
EnKF-SR 
SNAME 
Teguh Herlambang, Eko Budi Djatmiko, Hendro Nurhadi 
Abstract- Results of a study on the development of navigation system and guidance for A UV are 
presented in this paper. The study was carried to evaluate the behavior of A UV SEGOROGENI 
ITS, designed with a characteristic length of 980 mm, cross-section diameter of i80 mm, for 
operation in a 3.0 m water depth, at a maximum forward speed of 1.94 knots. The most common 
problem in the development of AUVs is the limitation in the mathematical model and the 
restriction on the degree of freedom in simulation. in this study a model of linear system was 
implemented, derived from a non-linear system that is linearized utilizing the Jacobian matrix. The 
linear system is then implemented as a platform to estimate the trajecto1y. in this respect the 
estimation is carried out by adopting the method of Ensemble Kalman Filter Square Root (EnKF-
SR). The EnKF-SR method basically is developedfrom EnKF at the stage of correction algorithm. 
The implementation of EnKF-SR on the linear model comprises of three simulations, each of 
which generates 100, 200 and 300 ensembles. The best simulation exhibited the error behveen the 
real tracking and the simulation in translation mode was in the order of 0. 009 m/s, whereas in the 
rotation mode was some 0. 00 I radls. These fact indicates the accuracy of higher than 9 5% has 
been achieved. Copyright © 2015 Praise Worthy Prize S.r.l. - A ll rights reserved. 
Keywords: A UV, EnKF-SR, Linear System, Trajectoty Estimation 
Nomenclature 
Autonomous Underwater Vehicle 
Degree of Freedom 
Singular Value Decomposition 
Ensemble Kalman Filter Square Root 
The Society ofNaval Architects and 
Marine Engineers 
The position and orientation vector in 
the ear1h-fixed coordinates 
fv [ 2,f3,f4,f5,f6 Surge, Sway, Heave, Roll, Pitch and 
Yaw for Function in Jacobian Matrix 
av a2 , .. . , g6 Component of Matrix A (Result of 
linearization using Jacobian Matrix) 
A1, A2, ... , G6 Component of Matrix B (Result of 
lineari zation using Jacobian Matrix) 
I. Introduction 
171 = [x,y,z]T The linear position vector in the earth-
fixed coordinates 
Geographical area oflndonesia consists of islands and 
waters. Approximately two-thirds of the total area of 
Indonesia is water. Its strategic position, tropical climate 
and abundant natural resources offer high economic 
potential as well as national defensive potential, thus 
sophisticated underwater robotics technology is required 
to keep both national security and sea treasure of 
Indonesia. Underwater robotics technology currently 
being developed is an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle 
(AUV). AUV is capably underwater vehicle in moving 
automatically without direct control by humans 
according to the trajectory. 
v = [v[, vf]T 
v1 = [u,v,w]T 
v2 = [p,q,r]T 
Tl = [X, Y,Z]T 
T2 = [K,M,N]T 
The angular position vector in the 
earth-fixed coordinates 
The linear and angular velocity vector 
in the body-fixed coordinates 
The linear velocity vector in the body-
fixed coordinates 
The angular velocity vector in the 
body-fi xed coordinates 
The forces and moments acting on the 
vehicle in the body-fixed coordinates 
The forces acting on the vehicle in the 
body-fixed coordinates 
The moments acting on the vehicle in 
the body-fi xed coordinates 
The AUV's center of gravity in body 
fixed coordinates 
The moments of inertia about the X, Y, 
Z axes respectively 
AUV can be used for underwater exploration, 
mapping, underwater defense system equipment, sensor 
off board submarines, inspection of underwater 
structures, natural resources and the condition of the 
Earth's surface plates etc [1]. Two important things 
required to analyze the Autonomous Underwater Vehicle 
(AUV) that is Earth F ixed Frame (EFF) and Body Fixed 
Frame (BFF) [2]. 
Copyright © 2015 Praise Worthy Prize S.r.l.- All rights reserved 
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EARTH-FIXED FRAME 
'o -~.; 
y,9 
z. 'I' 
v r 
(sway) (yaw) 
w 
(heave) 
Fig. I. 6 DOF in AUV 
u 
(surge) 
In a great number of envioned mission scenarios, 
AUV will be need to follow inertial reference trajectory 
accurately [3). To achieve that purpose, the navigation 
system must be designed and implemented on AUV. 
One of basic Navigation system is trajectory 
estimation was was introduced in the 1961 s and the most 
popular of estimation methods is the Kalman Filter. 
Kalman filter is method M a state variable estimation 
from linear discrete dynamic system which minimizes 
the estimation error covariance [4], [12)-[15]. Another 
approximation is an extension of the Kalman filter called 
Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) and Ensemble Kalman 
Fi lter Square Root (EnKF-SR). 
In the EnKF method, the algorithm is executed by 
generating a number of specific ensemble to calculate the 
mean and covariance error state variables [5] . Ensemble 
Kalman F ilter Square Root (EnKF-SR) is deve lopment of 
EnKF algorithm which Square root scheme is one 
scheme can be implemented in correction step [6]. 
The main contribution of this paper is trajectory 
estimation of linear AUV SEGOROGENI ITS system 
with Ensemble Kalman Filter Square Root (EnKF-SR). 
Linear model is obtained by linearizing nonlinear 6 DOF 
AUV model with Jacobian matrix. Linear system is 
platform to make trajectory estimation. The result of this 
paper is numeric simulation by comparing real trajectory 
and the result of traject01y estimation to get a small root 
mean square error (RMSE). 
This paper consists of three types of simulations 
which the first, second and third simulation by generate 
100, 200 and 300 ensemble. Profile of SEGOROGENI 
ITS depicted in F ig. 2. 
Fig. 2. Profile of AUV SEGOROGENI ITS 
Copyright © 2015 Praise Worthy Prize S.r. l. - A II rights resen>ed 
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II. Mathematical Model 
Two important things required to analyze the 
Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) that is Earth 
F ixed frame (EFF) and Body F ixed Frame (BFF) (Yang, 
2007) [2]. EFF is used to describe the position and 
orientation of the A UV with the position of the x axis to 
the north, the y-axis to the east and the z-axis toward the 
center of the earth whi le BFF is used to describe the 
speed and acceleration of the AUV with the starting point 
at the center of gravity. x-axis to the ship's bow, the 
positive y axis direct to the right side of the ship and the 
positive z-axis direct [7], [8]. Motion of AUV have 6 
DOF where 3 DOF for translational motion and 3 DOF 
for rotational motion in point x, y and z are listed in Table 
I. 
TABLE! 
NOTATION OF AUV MOTION AxiS (9) 
Translational Force/ Linear and Potition/ DOF And Moment Anguler Angle Rotational Velocity Euler 
I Surge X u X 
2 Sway y v y 
3 Heave z w z 
4 Roll K p tP 
5 Pitch M Q 0 
6 Yaw N R 
The dynamics of the AUV there are external forces 
influenc ing the movement follows as [9): 
T = Thidrostatis + Taddedmass + 
+rdrag +Tuft + Tcontrol 
YJ = [YJL YJIY, Y11 = [x, y, zY, YJz = [0, e, !J'Y 
v = [v[,vJY, v1 = [u,v,wJT,v2 = [p,q,rJT 
r = [r[, riY, r 1 = [X, Y, zy, r 2 = [K, M, NY 
(1) 
(2) 
where r1 vector position the position and orientation of 
the EFF, v vector velocity of linear and anguler of the 
BFF, the position and orientation of the BFF, and r 
description of force and moment in AUV of the BFF. 
By combining equations hydrostatic, lift, added mass, 
drag, thrust and assuming a diagonal tensor of inertia (/0 ) 
is zero then the total forces and moments of models 
obtained from the following [2]. 
General equation of motion in 6-DOF AUV consists 
of translational and rotational as follows [2]: 
Surge: 
m[iL - vr + wq - Xc(q 2 + r 2) + 
+yc(pq- r) + zc(pr + q)] = 
Xluluulul + Xv.iL + XwqWq + Xqqqq + 
+XvrVT + x,.rTT + Xprop 
Sway: 
m[v- wp + ur- Yc(r2 + p 2) + 
+zc(qr- p) + Xc(pq +f)) = 
1;-es + }jvjvv lvl + Yrlrlrlrl + Yvv + Yi.r + Yw.ur + 
+YwpWP + Ypqpq + YuvUV + Yuus,.UzOr 
(3) 
(4) 
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Heave: 
m[w - uq + vp - zc(p2 + q2) + 
+xc(rp - q) + Yc(rq + p)] = 
Z,·es + ZlwlwwJwJ + Zqlq lqJ qJ + Zww + Zqq + 
+ZuqUq + ZvpVP + ZrpTP + ZuwUW + Zuu05U2 0s 
Roll: 
lxP + (lz -ly)qr + m[yc(w- uq + vp) + 
(5) 
-zc(v- wp + ur)] = (6) 
K,·es + KPIPipJp J + K-pp + Kprop 
Pitch: 
lyi[ + Ux -lz)rp + m [zc(il- vr + wq) + 
- xc(w- uq + vp)] = (7) Mres + Mwlwlwlwl + MqlqlqJql + Mww + Mqq + 
+Muquq + MvpVP + M,.prp + MuwUW + Muus5 U
2 8s 
Yaw: 
•• 
lzf + (ly -lz)pq + m[xc(v- wp + ur) + 
-yc(il- vr + wq)] = 
Nres + Nvlvlv lv l + N,.lrir lrl + Nvv + N,-.i + 
+NurUT + NwpWP + NpqPq + NuvUV + NuusrU2 8r 
(8) 
Translational motion u, v and ware re presentation of 
surge, sway and heave. Rotational motion p, q and r are 
representation ofroll, pitch and yaw. 
This type of AUV SEGOROGENI ITS using only one 
propel ler on the tai l AUV which wi ll produce Xprop and 
additional moments Kprop · External forces and moments 
acting on the AUV are the hydrostatic force, thrust and 
hydrodynamic force and where every object in the water 
will have a hydrostatic force consisting of gravity and 
buoyancy forces. 
While hydrodynamic component consists of added 
mass, drag and lift. Specification of AUV 
SEGOROGENI ITS in Table II. 
TABLE II 
SPECIFICATION OF AUV SEGOROGENl lTS 
Weight 15 kg 
Overall Length 980 mm 
Beam 180 mm 
Controller Ardupilot Mega 2.0 
Communication Wireless Xbee 2.4 GHz 
Camera TTL Camera 
Battery Li-Pro I 1,8 V 
Propulsion I 2V motor DC 
Propeller 3 Blades OD : 40 mm 
Speed 1,94 knots (I m/s) 
III. Linearization 
In this paper the nonlinear system of AUV model can 
be linearized with Jacobian matrix where the nonlinear 
AUV system in general as fo llows: 
x(t) = f(x(t), u(t), t) 
y(t) = g(x(t), u(t), t) 
So the Jacobian matrix is formed as fo llows [10]: 
(9) 
a !1 (x, u:, t) atl(x,u,t) a !1 (x, u:, t) 
axn axl ax2 
at(x, u:, t) at2Cx, u:, t) at2Cx,u,t) 
ax 
axl ax2 
a fn (x, U:, t) a fn (x, U:, t) 
axl 
So Eq. (3)- (8) can be expressed as fo llows: 
0 
mzc 
ly- M4 
myc 
----
lz- Nt 
1 0 
0 1 
0 0 
mzc 
----
lx - K-p 
0 
(mxc - Nv) 
fz- Ni. 
0 
0 
1 
myc 
lx- K-p 
(mxc + M..,) 
ly- M4 
0 
Copyright © 2015 Praise Worthy Prize Sr. I. - All rights reserved 
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0 
mzc 
---+ 
m - Yv 
myc 
m-z.., 
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a !2 (x, u:, t) 
axil 
mzc 
m-Xu. 
- myc 
---
m - Xu. 
0 
(mxc - Y,·.) 
m - Yv 
(mxc + Z4 ) 0 
m-Zw 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
(10) 
il fl 
v !2 
w !3 (11 ) p !4 
q fs 
i !6 
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X1-es + XluluuJuJ + Xwqwq + Xqqqq + Xv 1-vr + Xrrrr + Xprop + 
-m[-vr + wq- Xc(q 2 + r 2 ) + pq Yc + pr zc] A=--------~----~--~~--~~~~~--~-----
m-xu 
!2 = 
"\';·es + l'!vivvlvl + 1';-lrlrJrJ + Yw.ur + YwpWP + Ypqpq + YuvUV + 
+Yuu&rU20r- m [-wp + ur- Yc(r 2 + p 2 ) + qr Zc + pq Xc] 
m-Y, 
Nres + Nvlvlvlvl + N,.lrlrJrJ + NurUr + NwpWP + NpqPq + 
+NuvUV + Nuu8ru2or- ( (ly -lz)pq + m[xc( -wp + ur)- Yc( - vr + wq)]) 
~= 1-N· 
z r 
Furthermore linear system is obtained as follows [11]: 
x(t) = A x(t) + Bu(t) 
y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t) 
with: 
0 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
mzc 
---+ 
m-Y, 
myc 
A =Jx = mzc 
0 ------
lx- K-p 
m-z.., 
myc 
lx- K-p 
mzc 
0 
ly - M4 
(mxc + M..,) 
ly -M4 
myc (mxc- N,;) 
------
/z- N,-. lz- N,-. 
0 
al bl cl dl el 91 
a2 b2 c2 d2 e2 92 
a3 b3 c3 d3 e3 93 
a4 b4 c4 d4 e4 94 
as bs cs ds es 9s 
a6 b6 c6 d6 e6 96 
mzc 
-----
m-Xu 
0 
(mxc +Z4) 
m-z.., 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
-myc 
m-Xu 
(mxc -"!';,) 
m-Y, 
0 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(I 8) 
- 1 
(19) 
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1 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
8 =Ju = mzc 
0 ----
lx- Kp 
mzc 
0 
ly- M4 
- myc_ (mxc- Nv) 
lz- Nr 12 - N,. 
A1 
Az 
A3 
A4 
As 
6 
1 
0 
C= 0 0 
0 
0 
So: 
il. u X prop 
v v 8,. 
w w 8s 
p = A p +8 Kprop 
q q 8s 
r r 8,. 
and then discretized can be show: 
uk+t uk X prop 
vk+1 vk 8,. 
myc 
fx- KP 
(mxc + M..v) 
ly -M4 
0 
81 cl Dt 
8z Cz Dz 
83 c3 D3 
84 c4 D4 
8s Cs Ds 
86 c6 D6 
0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
(22) 
0 
mzc 
---+ 
m-Yv 
myc 
m-Z..v 
E1 Gl 
Ez Gz 
E3 G3 
E4 G4 
Es Gs 
E6 G6 
0 
0 
0 
and D = 0 0 
0 
1 
Algorithm. 
mzc 
---
m-X-u 
0 
(mxc + z4) 
m-Z,., 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
m -X-u 
(mxc- Yr) 
m-Yv 
0 
-1 
(20) 
(21) 
The system noise wk and measurement noise v kare 
generated by computer and ussualy normally distributed, 
so the mean zero. 
Generally, Qk states the system noise varians and Rk 
states the measurement noise varians. Both are depend on 
time [4]. 
wk+t 
= A wk 
Pk+1 Pk 
+8 8s 
Kprop 
IV. Ensemble Kalman Filter Square Root 
This section present EnKF-SR algorithm to estimated 
nonlinear or linear dynamic system and measurement 
model, the algorithm Ensemble Kalman Filter Square 
(23) Root (EnKF-SR) can be seen f6]: 
qk+l qk 8s 
rk+t rk 8,. 
If we write completely, so the discrete models in Eq. 
(23) can be written generally in a linear function bellow: 
(24) 
Due to some assumptions, the stochastic factor in 
noise must be added to each equations. Thus Eq. (23) can 
be formulated as fo llows [4] : 
(25) 
(26) 
whereas f(xk- uk) is nonlinear or linear function will be 
applied Ensemble Kalman Filter Square Root (EnKF-SR) 
Copyriglrl © 2015 Praise Worthy Prize S.r.l. - All rig/7/s reserved 
Model system and measurement model 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
I. Initialization 
Generate N ensemble as the first guess x0 : 
Xo,i = [Xo,1 Xo,z ··· Xo,N] (30) 
The first Mean Ensemble: 
(31 ) 
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The first Ensemble error: 
2. Time Update: 
x;;i = f(xk-1 i• uk-1 i) + wki I I I I I 
where: 
Mean Ensemble: 
EtTor Ensemble: 
3. Measurement Update: 
where: 
sk = Hik,i, Ek = (vv Vz' ... 'VN) 
Ck = Sk SJ + Ek EJ 
Mean Ensemble: 
Square Root Scheme: 
eigenvalue decompotition from: 
determine matrix: 
1 
Mk = Ar UJ s;; 
determine SVD from: 
Ensemble Error: 
1 
xk,i = xk,i vk U - Lk Lk)z 
Ensemble Estimation: 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
(36) 
(37) 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
To evaluate of estimation result accuracy from EnKF 
algorithm, can be show with calculate Root Mean Square 
Error (RMSE) [6]: 
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RMSE= 
with: 
Lf ( Xobs,i(k)- Xmodel,i(k) t 
n 
Xobs,i(k) 
Xmodel,i(k) 
= observation data; 
= model data; 
n = iteration. 
v. Computational Result 
(44) 
This simulation has been carried out by implementing 
an algorithm Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) in the 
AUV model. 
The result of simulation will be evaluated and 
compared with real condition, estimaton result with 
EnKF. This simulation consist of three types of 
simulations. in which the first, second, third simulation 
by generate 100,200 and 300 ensemble. Simulations have 
been done by assuming surge (u), sway (v), heave (w), 
roll (p), pitch (q)and yaw (r). 
The value of M has been used was M = 0,1. Initial 
condition has been used were u0 = 0 m, v0 = 0 m, 
w0 = 0 m, Po = 0 rad, q0 = 0 rad and r0 = 0 rad. 
Figs. 3 show result of trajectory estimation AUV by 
generate 200 ensemble. Fig. 3(a) shows the result of 
trajectory estimation in XY plane, Fig. 3(b) in XZ plane, 
Fig. 3(c) in YZ plane and Fig. 3(d) in XYZ plane. 
Fig. 3(a) shows result of trajectory estimation highly 
accurate with tracking error of surge 0,0094 m/s and 
accuracy of 99,22%. Tracking error of sway 0,011 m/s 
and accuracy of 97,8%. AUV moves forward and turns 
around within XY plane to the right direction reaching 
more or less 270 degrees. Surge motion is influenced by 
the propeller Xprop· The sway motion is influenced by 
vertical fin or rudder Dr· The angle of rudder position 
wi ll affect sway motion of AUV so we need control 
system for control the angle of rudder position. 
Fig. 3(b) shows result of trajectory estimation highly 
accurate with tracking error of surge 0,0094 m/s and 
accuracy of 99,22%. Tracking error of heave 0,0081 m/s 
and accuracy of96,8%. AUV dives moving right and left 
to the depth of 2,2 meters. The heave motion is 
influenced by horizontal fin or stern 85 • The angle of 
stern position will affect heave motion of AUV, so we 
need control system for control The angle of stern 
position. F ig . 3(c) shows the result of trajectory 
estimation highly accurate for YZ plane. Fig. 4(d) shows 
result of trajectory estimation highly accurate for XYZ 
Plane with tracking error of translational motion 0,009 
m/s and accuracy of 97,39%. Tracking error of rotational 
motion 0,001 rad/s and accuracy of99,97%. 
l n genera l as seen in the Table Ill, the results of the 
three simulations were highly accurate. The first 
simulation by generate 100 ensemble with tracking error 
of trans lational motion 0,0093 rn/s or accuracy of 
97,39% and rotational motion 0,00 12 rad/s or accuracy of 
99,978%. 
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Figs. 3. Trajectory estimation AUV by generate 200 ensemble 
The second simulation by generates 200 ensemble 
with tracking error of translational motion 0,0096 m/s or 
accuracy of97,94% and rotational motion 0,001 5 rad/s or 
accuracy of 99,96%. The third simulation by generate 
300 ensemble with tracking e rror of translational motion 
0,0095 m/s or accuracy of 97,31% and rotational motion 
0,0019 rad/s or accuracy of 99,94%. Time simulation of 
the three simulation results with I 00 ensemble fas ter than 
200 and 300 ensemble because more ensemble generated 
the longer time simulation 
TABLE Ill 
SIMULATION RESULTS 
100 ens Accuracy 200ens Accuracy 300ens Accuracy RMSE RMSE RMSE 
0.0082 0.0094 0.0083 Surge 
m/s 99,41% m/s 99,22% mls 99,3% 
Sway 0.01 97,77% 0.01 12 97,8% 0.0 101 97,76% 
m/s m/s m/s 
I leave 0.0096 94,98% 0.0081 96,8% 0.0 1085 94,86% 
m/s m/s m/s 
Roll 0.00 12 99,99% 0.0012 99,95% 0.0019 99,93% 
rad/s rad/s rad/s 
Pitch 0.0012 99,97% 0.0017 99,96% 0.0018 99,95% 
rad/s rad/s rad/s 
Yaw 0.00 1 99,97% 0.00 15 99,96% 0.0020 99,95% 
rad/s rad/s rad/s 
Time 0.6875 s 1.0469 s 1.4531 s 
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VI. Conclusion 
Based on analys is of the three simulation resu lts, 
EnKF-SR method could be applied to estimate of linear 
system trajectory of AUV SEGOROGENI ITS with 
considerably high accuracy. Of the three simulation by 
generating both I 00, 200 and 300 ensembles, the 
estimation results were all accurate. Square root scheme 
is one scheme can be implemented in the EnK.F. 
This scheme can affect the estimation results because 
it implemented in correction s tep in EnKF Algorithm. 
[l ) 
(2) 
[3] 
[4) 
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